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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ROTOCONTROL Appoints New Partner for
Austria and Switzerland
MCA PRO specializes in industrial solutions for inkjet printing.

SIEK, Germany (September 16, 2021) – ROTOCONTROL has appointed inkjet specialist MCA
PRO as its new partner for Austria and Switzerland. MCA PRO will provide
sales and service support for the ROTOCONTROL product range in the
areas of label finishing, high-volume hybrid solutions and the ECOLINE
range of cost-effective finishing machines.
By combining ROTOCONTROL equipment with industrial printing systems
from SCREEN and M-Print, MCA PRO can provide label manufacturers
with customized and highly flexible inline solutions.
"ROTOCONTROL convinced me with its solid mechanical engineering,
investment security through modularity and an excellent price/performance
ratio," said MCA PRO Managing Director Martin Strobel. "We are pleased
to be the exclusive sales and service partner of ROTOCONTROL in
Martin Strobel, MCA PRO
Managing Director
Austria/Switzerland."
About MCA PRO GmbH
The mechatronics company based in Wolkersdorf in the Weinviertel
region of Austria specializes in industrial solutions for all aspects of
inkjet printing. The focus on label technology is ideally complemented by
the partnership with ROTOCONTROL.
MCA PRO has factory-trained technicians who provide fast and local support.
www.mcapro.at
About Rotocontrol International GmbH
ROTOCONTROL, a wholly owned subsidiary of EMT International (www.emtinternational.com),
designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label inspection, slitting,
rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels, for converters in the
narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers machines from smaller basic
rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo
technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
With facilities in Germany and the USA, ROTOCONTROL maintains the highest level of product
quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility with a focus on operator safety and
efficiency. A large customer support team is based at both facilities providing 24x7 remote
service. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Meet us at the Finish Line
www.rotocontrol.com
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